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The Lovers is a brilliantly structured and eloquently written ‘who done it’ mystery: Lucie Bruyère has 
disappeared from the secluded mansion of her famous lover, the eccentric painter Ernest Renfield.  
 
This gripping tale is told via the testimonies of a cast of dubious characters. Lucie’s voice is absent: 
even when a letter from her appears, it is written in French and must be translated by someone else. 
Women from Ernest’s past are also spoken of in the testimonies, and the story’s ‘multi-voiced 
Rashomon’ structure thus suggests two themes. Firstly, that humans are always unreliable witnesses, 
and secondly, that women’s stories are habitually silenced and hijacked.  
 
Ernest works in the tower of his isolated mansion, and keeps the key to his studio around his neck. 
With Lucie gone—and the growing exposure of his misogyny—he increasingly seems like a 
Bluebeard-Picasso figure. Through him, the novel explores the paradox of how humans can create 
beauty whilst being so unbeautiful. As Ernest’s friend says: ‘Sometimes you stand in awe before a 
beautiful painting, then you discover its creator is an appalling piece of humanity.’  
 
The potential cliché of the misogynistic Great Artiste is complicated by this intelligent analysis of 
creativity, and by the revelation of Ernest’s past. If Ernest is a Bluebeard-Picasso, he is also a lover, a 
friend, a brother—and a survivor of mental illness and a terrible childhood.  
 
When Ernest claims that ‘Lucie can’t differentiate between love and hate,’ he might as well be 
describing the whole human race, and the triumph of this novel lies in how it ties Lucie’s tale to much 
larger stories of loving and hating. For example, as skulls, murders and suicides begin to appear 
everywhere, the silent Australian bush persistently asks one question: What happened to the people 
who lived here first? This theme of genocidal, racial hatred is emphasised by the testimony of a 
Holocaust survivor who was saved by love—love for his fellow man, and for music.  
 
The core concern of this elegant, thoughtful novel is less Lucie Bruyère’s mysterious disappearance 
than, as one character puts it, the mystery of why ‘pain prevents us from loving.’ 
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